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• c ore living in ttoo* which thinking people imm recognised
as m ago of traaandoue Chang© socially, CKj^KxiloaiX/, politically,
mtorially ami spiritually* C* S* dourtto,-/ writing in ti» journal
1*0. ycssivo dueatfoa* has said*
for life is not so sluplo aa it mn in foraer years*
In tiso xxx\ old days cson knocr rfiafc to ennoat in ftnmiWKxbf
In religion, and in social life, and ftc 90aid plan bio
cfdldroa's edoofttlon accordingly* But in those days, one
Isaons neither what to believe, wfcat is c-podiont to do, nor
wtsat the entire holds* ’fe live la an age of change and coo-
fusion*
Decease there does exist .in trte nlnds of host/ educationists a
state of confusion relative to those salient factor® of life, the
writer has felt tlsc need of bringing together the results of sooe of
the acre r< cent trorxio in American tMotK»"tirototacfc The writer .is
a fundamentalist rolloiadst who flrraly believes that the outlook
need not bo as foreboding os t«j are ©o prone to accept as inenoap*
able m3 trill but draw upon the resources which ooioatifio research
lias placed at the cuaeawnl of the educates* end if man frill but ro*
discover the infinite por/er aad jildww to bo found la having to*
jSLicit faith in tho Cod of our fathers*
Xir ideas of education tabo too narrow and too las a
range* There is need of a broader sco x?, a higher air,,
True education aocm law® than t:jc pursual of a certain
course of study* It mans nor© than a preparation for the
life that nm? in* It has to do with t?30 whole being, ami
with tho trtiolo period of eadotcrio© possible to a®, It is
JTTmr* *?ho roblen of Coiatvo*it7; ' « *Voryosclvp duostlon
Oeocdbor, 1931) 8*699*
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2the harmonious development of the physical, the mental, and
the spiritual powers. It prepares the student for the joy
of service in this world, and for the joy of wider service
in the world to oone,z/
The greatest want of the world is the want of men,
—
men who will not be bought or sold; men who do not fear
to call sin by its right name; men whose conscience is as
true to duty as the needle to the pole; men who will stand
for the right though the heavens fall*
But such a character is not the result of accident; it
is not due to special favors or endowments of Providence* A
noble character is the result of self-discipline, of the sub-
jection of the lower to the higher nature,—the surrender of
sell’ for the service of love to God and man.-/
These quotations from a Christian educator ably define the purpose
and need of education in the times in v/hich we live.
With this pliilosophy as a guide, the writer lias used freely
magazine articles, books on the history of education and teacher-
training progress, year books, and the reports of teacher-training
commissions and conventions*
This service study places its major emphasis upon the teacher-
training practices during the past two decades and especially upon the
progress within the last decade. The history of the teacher-training
movement in America and the influences from abroad which have had their
effect upon American teacher-training, have been briefly sketched
so as to show the background causes of the movement today.
The writer wishes to pay special tribute to his adviser, Professor
Worcester Warren of tlie scliool of education, for his friendly and
1/ Ellen 5. V/hite, Education . Pacific Press Publishing ilssociation,
Mountain View, California, I9U2
,
p. 13.
2/ Ibid., p. 57
.*
.
most valuable counsel and direction throughout the development of
this service study* Because of his encouragement and guidance this
subject has been chosen and carried through to completion*

CHAPTER I
FACTORS INFUJENCING MODERN TRENDS
In order that the early beginnings of American teacher-training
may be understood, the influences froo abroad which very definitely
placed their mold upon the American movement will be briefly described
man by nan as his philosophy spread and was accepted,
Joim Amos Coanenius,— Conenius is spoken of as the prophet of
T7
modern education. Although he lived in the seventeenth century, he
conceived many of the ideas of modem education and practice. He
taught that all instruction must be carefully arranged to follow the
order of logical sequence and graded so as to meet the developing
levels of understanding of the child. In all teaching the teacher
must appeal to the child’s sense perception. As a method of instruc-
tion, he devised an illustrated text book, the first of its kind in
educational history, which used pictures to illustrate the subjects
being studied.
As late as 1810 there appeared in America an American edition of
this picture book which Camenius called "Qrbis Pictis.” Thousands of
parents who knew little or nothing of Comenius or his methods bought
the book for their children because it was discovered that children
liked the pictures and learned much from this book because of the
illustrations
•
y Frederick Elby and diaries Flynn Arrowood, The -lodera Development
of Education . Prentice-Hall, Inc., Not York, X237 , p* 253-2'&J.
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Although Gcmenius did not improve upon tiie faculty psychology of
his day, yet lie did improve upon so many other phases of education
that he is given an important place in educational history* He intro-
duced the whole modem concept of adjusting the level of material
taught to the level of the child* In Ids organization of the school
system, he conceived of having a mother school where the child first
learns the pre-school rudiments from Ids arm mother* This is the first
attempt toward the establishment of the kindergarten idea to be noted
in history* Next he would have a vernacular school in which the
child would learn the use of his mother tongue* And then as a final
preparation for those who would likely enter the service of the church
or the state or who would later pass on to the university, the Latin
school was formed* Thus he conceived of the organization of schools
which was later followed in Europe and then in America*
Jean Jacques Rousseau.—Rousseau who was born in 1712 at Geneva,
Switzerland, of very intellectual parents, is known by same as the
Copernicus of Modem Civilization in spite of the fact that he never
was able to adjust himself socially* In 1762 he published in Paris
his Emile in which he describes how he would have an individual edu-
cated* Enile was to learn from things rather than from books • He
was to receive a training to be a man rather than a citizen*
Rousseau further states in his Eidle that nature intended for
childhood to be for children and that a child should not be considered
as a miniature adult* The pleasures of childhood must not be spoiled
and made burdensome by requiring the child to learn far in advance
1/ Ibid*, p. 14*3-510.
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*a preparation for an uncertain future. He believed that each stage of
a child’s life was just as important as is manhood.
Rousseau would have his hmilc disciplined by the natural conse-
quences of violating natures lairs . To him children were by nature
good rather than inherently wicked and in need of constant punishment.
Nature itself, he felt, could do a much better job of training and
punishment than by applying an artificial and authoritative control
over the child all of which the youngster could not understand.
At the age of 12 Emile was to commence his formal education*
Previous to this age he was learning by a free and unliarapered
experience of learning through contact with nature and her laws. But
trie formal education now entered upon was to be followed for the
satisfaction tliat knowledge itself brings rather than for the mere
display of learning.
Emile’s social life was to begin at If? years of age. Previous
to this time he lived a life of seclusion with his tutor. Now he was
to study hour he could relieve the distressed, protect the weak and
bring peace to man. He was to earn his am living and to contribute
to society of his time and learning.
His religious training was to be postponed so tliat no erroneous
childhood ideas of God would make it difficult to know Him and truth.
Further study of Rousseau*s Emile reveals that he conceived the
following ideas relative to education:
1. Authority in education must give way to reason.
2. Education should be adapted to the growing capacity of the child.
3. Of first importance is physical activity and health.
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7ii. Too much emphasis upon memory will dwarf the mind*
£• The senses must be used to assist in the educational process.
6* A child* s natural instincts and interests as well as curiosities
and activities should be utilised in planning hie teacldng.
7. Education should be based upon sense perception, and reasoning#
8. The study of nature, home geography, and in the investigation of
simple science problems should occupy a prominent place in the
child’s education.
9. Emphasis should be placed upon the child to be taught rather
than upon the subject matter.
10.
education should be maiy-sided so as to reveal tlie child’s
possibilities and to prevent his being too narrowly trained.
Tims viewing Rousseau’s philosophy in the light of practice
today it is evident that he was far in advance of his day. Although
he hinseir was interested more in the formulation of the principles
of education rather than working out means of translating his
philosophy into practice, yet there were those who followed him that
saw great possibilities in his ideas and who began to apply them.
John Henrich Pestalozzi.— Among those who read Rousseau’s
y
anile and was impressed was Pesstalozzi a German Swiss born in
17li6 and reared in Zurich. In 177U on a farm in lleuliof he took
fifty orphans and taught them the rudiments of education. He believed
that these cliildren should be taught self-activity. There on the
farm they learned farming, cooking, mending, and simple observations
of nature’s laws. Education must proceed by doing rather than by words
y ibid., p. 619-677.
Also Elwood P. Cubberly, Public J.duca
Houghton liifflin Coi^any^TJO'STOn,- "173

8and the study and observation od? real objects must precede the study of
symbols and words* His system stressed the development of tiie whole
child—mentally, piysically, and norally, meaning the training of the
head, the iiand and the heart in a harmonious fashion*
In 1300 he opened a school of his own* The nest year it was
enlarged into a training school for teachers. While here he wrote
his book, t low .extrude Teaches her Children, in which lie describes
his method of teaching* To him the educational process should be a
well defined and orderly routine based upon the natural development
of tiie child* s instincts, capacities and powers • Children should be
taught through their sense Impressions, his teacliers were to develop
their powers of observations and to prove all statements which they
made. They were not to follow blindly text book information. Try
tiros training themselves, lie hoped they would transfer tills same
method of study to their pupils. And in their discipline of children
he taught them to develop a "thinldng love." This was a big stride
away free the brutal discipline then in use*
Pestalozzi’s ideas spread through all Europe* Many schools were
established upon his methods of teaching* Children were taught to
observe and to think for themselves* In 1799 derbart visited his
school and was very sympathetic toward Ills ideas* Froebel spent two
years as a teacher under Pestalozzi and later confessed that Pestalozzi
had become the watchword of his life*
Johann Eric drich Herbart*— Herbart was born in Oldenburg,
C-eraany, in 1776* He believed that the mind is a unity and because
j/ iKistory of I dueation , Authorised by the Minister of Education,
Toronto, Canada, william Briggs Publisher, 1913, pp. lUl-li;2.
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9it is subject matter in the curriculum should be unified. His idea
was to have a central core subject. Thus to him the study of Homeric
$
poems was the core study for boys because they appealed to the activities
and interests of the boys. Although this one core study idea later
proved as unsuccessful and the encyclopedic idea of Gccwsjffi*| never-
theless the idea was of worth and became t le fcrerunner of our term
today of correlation by which is meant those studies that are
interrelated.
He is generally knovra. as a disciple of Pestaloszi, He held that
the purpose of education is to develop personal character and to
prepare for social usefulness. He taught that interest is the pre-
requisite for goad teaching. He developed the principle of apperception,
which means learning tlie new in terms of the old, Hsrbart rejected
the tutorial education of Rousseau on the basis that it was unsocial
and the faculty psychology of Pestalozci for he conceived of the mind
as a unity, and of the aim of education as broadly social instead of
personal. Han must be taught to be a social being and to recognize
his obligations to society.
His development of the now psychology of learning as opposed to
the popular faculty psychology led to newer interests and developments
.
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He, like Pestalozzi, was poor and had a deep love for children, His
own childhood had been bleak and barren* He keenly felt the need of
a school for little tots where they could be taught music, play and
self-activity* In 1816 he established just such a school which failed
financially after ten years.
These years, nevertheless, meant much to him by way of experience.
In 1826 he wrote a book. The Education of Man, which is judged as his
best book on pedagogy*
Later he returned from this experience in Switzerland to Germany,
where he keenly felt a need for a school of this type for the German
children. It was then that he gave the name of kindergarten to his
school. In 181*3 he wrote letter Und Kose Lieden
,
a book of fifty
songs and games for children.
In his work with children, he taught them paper folding, weaving,
needly work, sand, clay, and color work and proposed the idea ox
manual training for the upper grades.
Beginnings in America*— Much of the early foundation work in
America was based directly upon the influence of the men who have just
been briefly presented. American scholars studied and observed the
methods of teaching abroad and brought new ideas to our school. The
first American to introduce the ideas of Pestalozzi into our schools
was Edward A. Sheldon, of Oswego, Hew York.
But before outlining his contributions it is of interest historic-
ally to notice that the first teacher-training school in America was
established by the Eeverend Samuel E* Hall, in 1823, at Concord, Ver-
mont. The first normal school was opened on July 3, 1839, bn the
.
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quaint town hall at historic old Lexington, Massachusetts •
y
Eduard A. Sheldon.— Sheldon was a scholarly man and a great
organiser. In l3Uo he established in Oswego, New York, a school for
poor children based upon the methods of Pestalossi.
In l8£l Sheldon was elected the superintendent of schools for
Syracuse, but was recalled in 185>3 to be the superintendent at Oswego.
He was very much interested in a museum display in Toronto,
Canada, which he saw in I8f?9* There lie saw models, objects, netliod
materials anti publications of the English and Colonial Infant Society.
From this ezzperience steamed the idea of object teaching .
He explained his philosophy of education and of object teaching
to a group before the national Teachers* Association in 1863* After
i
this occasion, object teaching seemed to be first in importance to
this and other teacher associations.
Many teachers visited Ills schools and were higlily impressed.
The endeavors became known as the ’’Oswego Movement.”
In the early colonial days, the Lancastrian tutorial system of
teaching was followed. It consisted of pupils’ memorizing their
textbooks or catechisms and then individually reciting the memorised
work to the teacher. The Oswego movement broke away from tills method
of oral recitation based upon purely the asx>ect of memory and substi-
tuted reasoning and problem solving in its stead. These ideas were
borrowed directly from Pestalozsi, who taught his pupils to use
their five senses in learning.
~y iiwood P. Gubberly, PubJic Education in the United itates .
Houghton Eifflin Gaapany, Boston, 1934, p. 3^-391.
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71sc fivil hr, Trhioh broke ait in 1060, put a Shook to tlac
dovoloriTcui for atfiile* But folloatoft the reoonstenxrtim period*
isoro idoan vw® iraportoci £s*:*a Shroud sa-.l csspertaofcod pith boro*
12
The efforts of Others**** Darias the latter pert cf tlx? ©laities,
a nictisr of fattfSattk eohclsrs studied dbvuGki ia JW and cojo bask
to tfos nttec afire wtta the sasthodB of lic£ta&» Qbsrles 3g Ganx>
proto : onoiitiala . oohods (1309), v’dch was t-» first svourdud
2a1ax*hotlaB of those ideas Isa^i .fa 2092 Charles A* li i publish*
od Ms book, tenoral : tafcbod* sad la 1397 "/sank* Ills brother* pdblMsd
the boot: tfctj_koi Ja i&q&t&tljg* Ttiooo three bod®, pluo lanaoixio
of the :;it4onal ‘laifcerUaa foekrts*, fo^-dod fy t:. returned !?toloafeo
£rm Jenna, ;>onsjlarla>A trio livbGFbian Ideas of teatih&i^ In iteerloa*
The Idadto idea <£ Prootx)1 erss ;r\lr.sfcal in the United ftates
by & 7T.\ >12 of Froabel^ lira* 3arl fihurt*, v&n ®ctabllrfexl a <£noa
fcfa terrain at " 's&rrrtoan* TSaewsta* in ?.*#? Khar eueh schools ww
ejJtflfcOUsbfvS f<a* r^vm chUtes ^rrbv ttv- 'art decale and a !te2£* Si
Booton a private nebodi to later oetabSinhel^ in 1968, far* tho trair>-
ina of ldxrxje?33:?bm. tone!®?:- rnrlcsr tlic 5rtflue?we of "iss ’©afcody*
Undone -&tH3o fria^o and her daughter, students frees jeraqr* later
!Aoe peabody teapot te^hor*»tr^ilR{: daoooo In • ksebtopton, use Angelas,
Oakland, Dortaolocr and fen rruaoiooo* Use 'Idea thread Hfce wildfire
and by 1390 Vy> Idndsrgertesi solsoole and trnSMar; aohoo&s nor© poll
eotnhlinhod#
As a> outgrowth a? "ronbol*n Idea of narr.^1 tre&ninr, the Idea
of taaahtns roprf,:' porfe, leathar ycs$£? ^to.%js3s!^'5 noshanioe end oooklag
art;! opting for pirls beftsa to find its rmy into the school by fc!»
latter port of the oiphiics*
«
33
The Oswego Movement had brought out the idea of object lessons,
and by 135>0 lecture-table demonstrations were common in the better
schools. In 18?0 laboratory instruction was introduced.
About this time, one of England's greatest scholars, Herbert
Spencer, began to influence not only Ms countrymen but also thinking
Americans, Although Ms essays, when he wrote on education, "were not
original in the general concepts presented, yet tliey attracted much
attention to the question of what is essential to know. Industrial
revolution was changing the pattern of living, .lore and more educators
were convinced that a new philosophy of education and psychology of
learning must be developed to moan the challenge of the times, Spencer
did not originate the ideas but he did give a great impetus to the
idea that education is “to prepare for complete living," He concludes
tliat in order to evaluate the work of the school, a sort of inventory
of life activities should be made somewhat after the order of a job
analysis, upon these must tiie new education be ouilt ana tested,
Periiaps tlie two men who with being the most influential in the
reorganization of the elementary school system were Hr, bill!am T,
Harris and Colonel Francis W, Parker, Dr, Harris is ascribed as the
first great American educational philosopher. He did much to demon-
strate the futility of faculty psychology. Colonel Parker advocated
Herbart’s plan of concentrating instruction about a central core and
insisted strongly upon Froebel’s self-expression as a means of training
the thinking process.
Two other outstanding leaders of .imerican education were Horace
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* Henry BamardS^
Various spates called upon lir. Ham for his advice and looked to
his reports for advice and counsel. His Seventh Report, which praised
the European school system, had a great influence in molding the public
mind and in giving him a definite place in our educational history. He
labored to keep the public school system non-sectarian and to introduce
Pestalozsian reforms. He edited the Massachusetts Common School
Journal
,
and was active in insisting on better hygienic school standards,
school libraries, and in doing away with the district system which had
been a thorn in the flesh in his effort at unifying the educational
system, Liam's Fourth Report is directed toward this effort. Perhaps
no other American did more to create in tlie public mind the philosophy
that public education should be and must be universal, non-scctarian,
free, and that it should stress social efficiency, civic virtue and
character.
Henry Barnard, after spending two years abroad studying the work
of Pestalozzi's disciples, returned to America where lie was elected
the first secretary to the State Board of Commissioners for feemon
Schools in the state of Connecticut. There he sought to do for his
state what Mann was doing for Massachusetts. In 1833 he established
the Connecticut Comion School Journal . He organized school libraries
and propounded the idea of evening schools. The governor, in 13U2,
tired of Barnard's innovations and ideas, became an instrument in
having his office legislated swarf. The entire board was abolished and
1/ Eiby and Arrowoou, op. cit., p. 713-720.
2/ Ibid., p. 720, 721.
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Hrf Barnard thus relieved of his official duties*
3
In I8h3 he was called to Rhode Island, where ho examined and
reported upon the condition of the schools* In 182*5 he became tlie
State Gcrrnissioner of Public Schools. Here lie rendered the sane
services he was relieved of in Connecticut. He planned a traveling
model school for demonstration lessons in teaching.
Later he was in Connecticut as the principal of a new state
normal school and the ex-officio secretary to another state board of
education. .lore he wrote the scho -1 laws, sought for increased taxes
for the support of the school systems and checked the power of the
district systems all of which laid the famdation for a state system
of education.
In 1855 Barnard began editing the A.iericaa Journal of Zducation .
Tills journal gave to the American educators a conception of the his-
torical development in European countries and a useful laiowledge of
recent trends and practices. His scholarship and great capacity for
observation and creative reasoning made tliis journal a credit not
only to himself but also to tlie progress of American education.
Factors Implementing Change .—Changes other than in the realm
of educational philosophy have been at work causing problems to arise
which in turn have brought about a modification or abandonment of tlie
philosophy underlying certain principles of education, (toe of these
factors of change was in respect to a great influx of pupils of
varying abilities, A dewrnward trend in student capacity meant a
change in the course material to meet these abilities if they all were
to profit by their attendance at school*
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The change in the school population is graphically shown by the
1/
chart below. This table illustrates the mounting increase over the
years in high school enrollment which means an influx of many more
students of inferior academic ability.
In 1920 it was estimated that the average I. Q. was -within the
range of 105-110. Now it ranges from 95-100. There lias been an in-
creasing spread in the range of academic aptitude but especially has
the increase been found within the lower quarter of the range of in-
telligence.
The social backgrounds of the pupils vary tremendously from the
early days when our public school pupils were drawn from the aristo-
cratic families.
In 1900, statistics indicate, 75 per cent of the high school
graduates entered college. Today about 2$ per cent enter. (Some
authorities state from 10 to 20 per cent.) This means that the
majority of pupils are not interested in college preparation.
John Dewey .—A scholarly innovator of educational ideas to fit
the kalaedescopic changes was John Dewey, bom at Burlington, Vermont,
in 1858. Education according to his conception, involves more than
1300 3%
1890 k%
1900 9%
1910 23%
1920 23%
1930 kl%
1936 63%
l$h2 70
%
Enrolled in secondary public schools in U. 3ttnn 11 ti 11 it
n ti it it 11 it it
it n it 11 ti it it
it n it 11 it it 11
m ti 11 ti t« it it
it it n n it it 11
ti 11 n tt n it n
2j Evenden and Butts, Columbia University Cooperative Program for the
Preservice Education of Teachers. New York, 19U2.
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textbook learning. It includes play, construction, the use of tools,
contact vd.th nature, and activity. The school roust be a place to
work rather than to listen. Learning life by living life, becoming
acquainted with social institutions and industrial processes by study-
ing them, were to be the new order of education.
Because of Dewey's remarkable ability for Philosophical and
educational leadership, great strides were made toward bringing about
an educational reform which would adapt education to our times and
modes of life.
According to his philosophy* education is not an end in itself.
It is a process of living. Rather, it is always ary immediate goal
that elicits thought and activity.
The child lives only for the present. Therefore, he concludes,
it is absurd to require a youngster to fill his headwith ideas which
perhaps he may someday find useful in his adult life.
Dewey considers the educational process to consist of two main
factors: 1. The individual 5 2. The individual's social responsi-
bility. Each child is an individual with his own powers, capacities
and instincts. But this same child is not self-existent. He lives
co-existent with his fellonznen. Therefore he must learn to c ooperate
with his fellows and to order his way of living so as to be harmonious
with society. Toward the goal of developing the individual capacities
of the child so that he may share his talents with the world, should
be spent the energies of education.
Hewer Conceptions .—About the turn of the century a new emphasis
was being brought to bear in education. With the swing away from
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the old faculty psychology in American education, a stress was placed
upon the teacher’s being not a drill master, but rather, a stimulating
factor in guiding student activities. It -eras new to be the work of
the teacher to act as guide in the thinking and study habits and
activities. Teachers became friendly critics by whose helps the
pupils learned to reason more accurately.
It was rapidly being felt that something should be done to reach
the needs of a heterogenous group of youngsters who are in tine public
schools. The Dalton Laboratory Plan, conceived in 1911 by Miss Helen
Parkhurst, was introduced at Dalton, Massachusetts, in 1919 • This
scheme divided the course into many Jobs as there are months, and each
Job into twenty units. For each unit a card is provided which is
»
called the Job card upon which is told how to attack the work thereon
described. It is a device whereby individuals may manage their time
and work so as to master fixed subject matter quotas within a definite
period of time.
The Winnetka Plan is an individual system, star-bed by Superin-
tendent Carleton Y/ashburne at Winnotka, Illinois, in 191k. He divided
the curriculum into two parts, 1. The essentials; and 2. The group
activities which were to be outlets for self-expression. Each pupil
moved at his cam pace, time being the variable, not the quality of
work. For the second part, there was no fixed standard.
Since the early twenties a movement known as ‘’progressive educa-
tion” has experimented unceasingly with modern concepts of education
and has placed especial emphasis upon making the child the center of
interest rather than subject matter. The progressives have tried to
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make the school a place for interesting activity rather than a place
of confinement for a definite period each day. They have tried to
make a heme of the school.
Throughout the years of change there has also been c onstructive
thought given to the reorganization of the school curriculum. Two
schools of thought have existed. One felt that the status quo should
be maintained and that methods and instruction should be standardised.
The other felt that the curriculum should be revised t o meet the
changing needs. Needless to say, the latter group have succeeded in
bringing about many changes that have resulted in a trend toward meet-
ing the individual needs of a student. In the early days of the
battle, such figures as Harris, Parker, and Dewey fought for improve-
ment. In the more recent years Dewey has carried forward the banner.
Out of this struggle have come such terms as "core" and ’’correlate, 11
as efforts were made to combine and to associate subjects that would
be mutually beneficial as well as their combination making a trend
toward a lighter curriculum.
Summary.—In the brief running story of the influences f rom
Europe and the early manifestations in America, it has been shown
*
that our educational system has been growing gradually. It is also
of interest to note that many of the reforms that have come were, in
rough conception at least, perceived long ago. Observation leads
us to see that much which is uppermost in reform even today really
was the core of reform years ago. The trend away from primitive pro-
cedures is slow. The basis of reform is education. Therefore the
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needs of our educational system have been repeated from decade to
decade and will be sounded anew and afresh in the years to come*
Although this chapter has said very little about teacher-training
as such yet the review tiresented lias had its direct bearing upon
teacher education. V/ere it not for the advance in educational phil-
v
osophy and psychology no new developments could be hoped for in this
direction. But having outlined what progress has been in the making
during the past, we are now in a position to undertake a bit more
understanding^ the more recent trends in teacher training.
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2,'B duesiflans inyaivod#-* kittle mod bo 3&U1 relative to the
necessity of ;covJU.Iiac: the host of opportunities for growth and eV
usaiicarsal tot'lorrsont of our Augrioan boys and .Iris# •That this
nti&te GorjivoftloQ nay bo achieved a yjcII trained assay of able teachers
oast bo inotKWted in to phllasaply of catcsirtica that \?U1 snot the
needs a? the u’enont tt*no, Hjpssafc o.feasatcro tiave so;^nd tills nc^i# and
swob tte# onorcy and rassao bases boon spent unsparingly tot to needed
provisions !xlcht be made for alvaaoenowt#
T.io charts of to -'jaapipan -^yioil on ; d.ooatiai«^;'oraaoot in
the ptroMst decade lias been tho effort of the American, Ooossoil on
n&ioa&Aaa to enec3UPB0ef footer end to provide to facilities for the
stocky of T3$jB and uesne of bettering toaober ec&Mtiao# In 1#39 to
Goanstotoa on feechcr education. tmo fosnod# It losrited oany jtaos*ioaa
oollonofi mud uaivorrdiles and soloed. s;pta:in to mite in a soncra*
tlvc study on teacher eduoofciou# For tlreo shears, each Institution
oancentvatod upon botteriny tisoir paw^jwes of od nation* /llthoagh
each sente? noriaed aloof Its own line of d^roetton* the Ocmiseloa
anted oo m ardent- for torlny ideas frcei otor Institutions and
offered a variety of eorvio© as to totdtwtttsrss requested t!x»#
In 19Wi to itaarlaon loumH on Fdnesatloii published to book,
flip .Roller\ : and ipator Idaoa&loa* willoh telle what happened darlne
those ./-oars of ^qperi^entatloa*
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A Cooperative Institution .— The Columbia University cooperative
Program for the Pre-service Education of Teachers, published by the
Bureau of Publications, Teacliers College, Columbia University, is a
staff report of the three-year study and improvement of their teacher
education program in cooperation Trith the Concision on Teacher Ed-
ucation.
The Bennington Planning Conference .— In order tliat t'he working
policies and concepts might be devebped for the cooperative insti-
tutions, a planning conference v/as called to meet at Bennington Col-
lege, Bennington, Vermont, from August 21 to September 2, 1939* Later
a report was prepared by the subcommittee on the Problems and Plans in
Education, and since then lias been published -under the title of "major
Issues in Teacher Education.
”
Outcomes of the work of the Corornission on Teaclier iducation for
tiic American Council on Education .— From the work and influence of
the Commission on Teacher Education have come forth publications
describing the many observations and conclusions resulting from the
studies made throughout America on teacher education#
One of the resultants of the writing which lias been done is the
listing of the important patterns which have been observed in many
of the progressive and representative institutions. The most fre-
quently occurring and presently important of these patterns will be
presented.
Ikiphasis is being placed upon the sharing of the plans for a
course of study with the students. It is felt that this attack pro-
motes the feeling that the student is actually a partner in the man-
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agement of Ms education.
In guidance and evaluation, emphasis is placed upon the student’s
place in the procedure. The purposes of the testing program, the
results and the significance of their evaluation are heartily shared
with the student. He is led to feel that the guidance program is
for his best good, aid that he may discover the scholastic needs for
his preparation to undertake Ms choice of work.
In the professional program, a series of firsthand contacts lead-
ing from observation to participation in practice teaching is provided
in such a -way as to bring about a full orientation into the teaching
profession.
Less stress is being placed upon methods courses as such.-^The
stress is being placed upon helping the teacher to understand himself
and Ms work with young people living in a changing world and growing
from month to month. Also emphasis is being placed upon the benefits
of group work and planning, and the techniques wMch help to bring
to fruition the activities of a group.
An overall trendS^is toward all departments of an institution
working cooperatively toward giving a functional program of experience
to the prospective teacher. Heretofore, each department lias more or
less existed as a little intellectual world of its own. How that it
has been perceived that the whole individual is to be considered in
the educational process, the whole faculty working together to achieve
this goal is beginning to bo the practice in more progressive schools.
1/ Armstrong, Hollis and Davis, The College and Teacher Education.
American Council on Education, 19I&, p. lSli-166 •
2/ Loc. cit.
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In order to teach a youngster properly, the teacher must first
know the youngster. Tills is no new concept. It lias been known for
a long tine that successful teachers depend upon knowing their chil-
dren in order to most effectively reach these children. The newer
trends are not new in terms of direction of principle, but rather
in terns of techniques which Trill allow learning to take place. In
order to peri.iii teachers in training to learn child behavior, pro-
vision lias been made to study the child at work, play and study.
It is being felt more and more that the school must share its
resources with the communi of which it is a part. Therefore,
part of the teacher’s training is in terms of her relation to the
community. Opportunity must be provide^ for the study of the actions
of a community—its likes and dislikes, problems, social codes, pol-
itical views, aims, and plans. By taking an active part in these
activities, the student will learn more easily for actual engagement
•with realia has proved to be more efficient a means of learning than
mere textbook learning.
In art and music the development of the imaginative understanding,
that is, to create an increased capacity for sympathy, and to develop
the emotions ana. creative imaginations, lias been emphasised.
The newer courses are being directed toward more and more realia
so as to make a more functional program of tp-anher preparation and to
meet the concept of learning which states that reaction with realia
will bring about more permanent understanding and retention than
learning in the abstract sense of dealing with tiic hypothetical.
1/ Gordon W. Blackwell, Toward Ocomunity Understanding, T’i© American
council on Education, 19®
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In order that this ideal nay get off the paper and into practice
some institutions provide an office which makes off-campus contacts
for their students to gain actual realia experiences in studying
children and in participation in community affairs. This in many
respects has proved to he most promising as a technique of learning.
As has been previously mentioned* some staffs are moving in the
direction of working together for t he development of the whole stu-
1/
dent. In teacher supervision the new direction is for the entire
faculty to share in the directing the activity of the student in his
efforts at student teaching. The question has been raised, why
shouldn*t the teacher of content material be just as much interested
in the preparation of a teacher to teach the same course he is teach-
ing as the methods teacher in the educational department? The im-
plication lias been grasped and is being tried in some places.
Colleges are realizing as never before the need of curricular
revision. The general practice is to squeeze the student into a
prefabricated educational scheme with little or no choice on his part.
Hewer advances are in the direction of making the curriculum functional
also in respect to offering content mentioned as being needed by the
results of the educational diagnosis factor in the guidance program.
College professors and educators* as individuals and in groups
are paying more attention to what is actually going on in the schools
and colleges by personal visitation.
Functional courses, summer workshops, extension courses, field
1/ David M. Trout, The Education of Teachers t Outcome of the Michigan
Cooperative Teacher Education Study, 19U3.
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courses, based upon specific problems, are now popularly known to
school men.
A break with tradition has been started and a more wholesome
relation is existing between the school and the university research
centers
.
Also there is an effort being made to allow for integration of
related subject matter. Several professors often plan together a
course of study and each one contributes definitely from his field
by way of counsel and actual teaching. Thus it is hoped tliat tlie
student will receive a much richer and varied program than if the
course were under the direction of one professor.
Summary .—The present status in teacher education is definitely
in the direction of providing not a theoretical patent medicine variety
of educational perception, but rather an individual education aimed
at preparing tlie student to be most efficient in the area in which
lie has chosen to prepare.
Efforts are being put forth to draw professors out of their in-
most shells and to realize the great contribution to advancement and
personal development can grow out of their sharing with other staff
members their enriched experience in their special fields. Richer
programs are evolving from this new interest in the student which prom-
ises to bring forth greater fruit as experimentation is carried on
further
.
Tlie changes in the curriculum toward more fle:d.ble and personal
usefulness are a striking advance which promises to make use of tlie
voluminous files bulging with personal information about students
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and their needs* JSany are hopeful that at last a use has been found
for this material*
"he courageous break away fran tradition and toward the provision
for direct experience in learning is an aspect which leading educators
feel will provide educational advantages of which many in the past
Iiavo been denied* The universities are more prevalently being looked
to for guidance and counsel by the various schools to whoa they arc
sending students for realia experience . Futile indeed -.xnild be the
attempts to capitalise upon direct experience were there no harmony
of purpose or practice in these schools with the institution sanding
out its teachers.
Tlie overall picture is tliat of progress in the direction of pre-
paring a teacher who lias a first-hand knavledge of the problems and
the techniques of guiding children in their social^ educational, and
emotional experiences, and the responsibility to the community in which
she lives and t caches . Although no program of preparation ever hopes
to give the teacher all the answers to the problems which will be net,
all teachers should enter the profession prepared to face the problems
squarely and to be able to set up techniques whereby a s olution may
be attempted. Toward such an end, modem teacher-training is direct-
ing its energies.
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CHAPTER III
STUDENT SELECTION AND GUIDANCE
The questions involved .—In tiie previous chapter tlie main dir-
ection of advance was delineated so as to give a complete picture of
what is happening by the v.ray of development in teacher education.
The burden of this ciiapter and also of the succeeding chapters will
be to nore minutely describe the several most outstanding directions
in which progress is being made.
Who -.Till be good teachers? How can we identify the
potentialities and the levels of skills and competence that
should bo expected of those who seek to prepare for t cach-
ing? In short, how shall we decide wham to admit to our
professional educational program? These questions define tlie
problem of student selection. The problem of evaluation of
student selection is to discuss how well the questions have
been answered in actual practice. But also, the process of
selecting students for professional preparation is itself
essentially evaluative in character. . . .evaluation includes
several tasks—forr.rulating general objectives, defining thou
specifically, identifying appropriate sources of evidence,
developing and using appropriate means to get the evidence, and
finally interpreting in the light of our objectives. Selec-
tion also involves these same tasks. We must decide what
kinds of people we want and do s o with 3cos degree of def-
initeness. We must decide how, and by what means we can
identify people. And we must interpret the results. Tims
the selection and evaluation are closely related.-^
If tliis statement of student selection were baleen seriously the
question of teacher trainee quality would not be as prominent as it
is today. The cry for better teachers, as far as native capacity is
concerned, would be answered to a large extent.
1/ The Commission on Teacher Education, "Evaluation in Teacher Educa-
tion," The American Council on Education, 19hS s p. ib.
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The usual technique for selection is to choose a candidate upon
whom the merits of the results gleaned from psychological examinations,
records of previous scholarship, and a physical check-up. A fuller
program of selection also includes the principal's rating, a psychia-
trist ’ s rating (a psychiatrist actually interviews each student),
social agencies' work (students are given at least one hundred hours
of work with children. A report is made of the effectiveness of
the students' relations with boys and girls and with the agency. ) , and
the use of a profile chart to graphically show all the aspects of the
candidate's mental, emotional, physical, scholastic and social matur-
ity and progress.
Two guiding questions should be borne in mind when the value of
an evaluation factor is being considered:
What degree of importance does the institution attach
to this factor'; Stated another way, how important is this
factor or cliaracteristic for good teaching? The second
question is: To what eirteni docs the institution assume
responsibility for effecting improvements in students'
status with respect to this factor'. The first question
refers broadly to a concept of the good teacher; the
second refers specifically to the goals of instructional
program of the college. We can raise these two questions
with respect to specific factors
factors of co: potency to be soulit .—ho two schools will be
faced with the same problem of student selection, nevertheless before
such an endeavor can take place tlie following items or tafzs must be
performed and must have definite working agreements developed:
1. The competencies or characteristics of a good teacher should be
listed; 2, The levels of coinpeiency to be required at the time of
raid.
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adoieeion must "bo stated* 3* T'n© evidence t!At nay bo used to
identify competence nust bo cited j L» The aeon# used to father
the evidence should be cited} and *?• Criteria for the evaluation
of the data gathered isust bo detorrdned*
For the $&'•& of the pupils as well as for the welfare of the
student toac ior. It io can-only agreed ttet a teacher candidate
ahculd bo In possess ion of at least average health* Dut the
question to bo settled is* &iat degree of deformity. If arxy,
shall be allowed? (Croea-oyodneco
,
niasing finders or linbs)
Student orientation and so 1 . -cv^ hunt i an«— "The basic goal of
the edijoatlanal ariontatiasi course for froahaen in tho College of
Iduoation at CWo State bnIvorcity Is intelligent pia . ing**^
The student is given a tost at this ooliege which endeavors to
ova luate the student’s attitudes tot-jard teaching, which tend to
be jolpful or adverse* -io to os a battery of tests to evaluate
quantitatively the basic shills and attitudes essential for suc-
cessful teaching*
A careful evaluation of t ;oso tests is rado and the resulta
tuoraarised on a eusEsory sheet* “be student is given & copy and one
is kept by his adviaer* bach student is asked to evaluated in terms
of his own lipreo:. ions the results of his teste reaulta* The ad-
visor likewise giw hi* inter rotation© and sue j :e»bioKC* tsirv
t'.sose results and aug; ©. tiono rode by the adviser, i;*© student then
writes a paper in which he outlinos a plan of study which ho think®
vi 11 bo :-vojt beneficial to hisooif personally*
3/ fjifv; pV
v. ^ 4 1 • - %
The work of Miking tho evaluation seal© Tor an a vieor in this
plan for guiding students should be continuous for the needs of
students change* Tho advisors at the Ohio State University found
that their soalo was too broad* It Included experiences not yet
oet by students*' See ratings were devised which rated traits and
skills which predominantly tit the responsibility of the lower
division to develop*
j&Bphaais she Id be placed upon students e coring their ov-r* teats
at laboratory mootings. By tnis means it is hope* 3 that t:ie pros-
pective teachers will gain an insight into th-o evaluation which
as on the ^ob teachers they will ncod*
Specific factors of appetence .-- Relative to the specific
factors of competence which all teachers should possess, the Ohio
State University reoosvaenda the fol lowing*
1* Saoh teacher must bnvo developed & functional
philosophy of d^ocratic life. 2* He .ust appreciate
spiritual values* 3* As a scholar he oust „rov? in self-
reliance and resourcofulnoca* 1;* Mo should have an in-
q- iriug mind. 5* ?ho factors in oorstunity culture
should bo thoroughly appreciated. 6* Mo must bo an
active community worker* 7 . Me ust be in possession of
a functional k-.owled^e of the professional ©tales for
teachers. 6* Mis knowledge taust include an undorstaadin(
of the psychology of learning and c&a.ns of allowing learn-
ing to take place* 7* e Sust be broadly informed relative
to the understanding of how the pre-adoloscent and the
adolescent loams* 10* The principles of physical end
mental health ur© to be thoroughly understood and prac-
ticed in his life* 11* A thorough knowledge of guidance
and tliu principles of administering intelligent guidance
arc essential prerequisites. 12* The ability to promote
and to supervise extra-class activities is as essential
as classroom teaching. 13* He should bo continuously
developing the social graces in his livirg • &* Me should
accept as well as recognise responsibility* IS* Mo must
bo proficient in natural classroom management* 16* His
supervision must she* signs of effectiveness*
.*
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Another stud suggests the foiloaring qua 1if ice.tions Tor toach-
ore*
1. Personal qualifications
(a) Integrity
(b) Professional o saracter
(c) Loyalty to public service
(d) Devotion to tiio teak of social reconstruction
through the service of teaching.
2. Teaching experience
ilust be intimately familiar with the problem
his students will noet, and must have the
skill and insight in the difficult task of
adapting knowledge to innaature ninde.
3« Sohclastio preparation
(a) Broad personal scholarship
(b) Productive scholarship (Original cortributlons should
ba nado to the advancement in improvement of
education.
)
This last statement is significant because it is ocmcxmly kn xm
that those who arc advancing the frontiers of learning are far
behind th© advance of leaders in other professions
•
The spiritual factor .*- Although the writer firmly believes in
the principle of th© public education being non-sectarian ojnd of
t *e separation of the ehuroh and state, nevertheless, ho feels
that another factor should bo added to this splendid list of com-
petencies. It is evident tiiat each teacher should experience in
his own living riore than a aero othical c!inracter. Our no'orr* tir;*os
have revealed horror lessons of wliftt national and personal life is
like when the education of youth neglects the intelligent restraints
of religion. This thesis is in no way an essay upon n panacea for
our age, but it is apparent that there does exist a crying need for
l/ Josale 'll. Pangbum, M?he Evolution of tho American Te&c'jers Col-
lege, Section on Evaluation of the Instructional Staff, Teachers
College, Columbia bnlvarslty. Contribution Ko. 50. 195C-'.
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strong noral leadership* uur children new* not be catechised into
the rites and ceremonies of roll. lor. **hl<sh all too often arc oci-
orieod into Beenin^leaa Jargon* Aether # they aur.t be led into a
functional and e&no living and faith which hao ao nobly clinractcrlsed
nany of our Pliant loadors of the past and tho future*
hursaary* «»- The choosing of candidates for teaching training is
i;rx)rta-,it* It jauat be inplenentod by a careful solootion of t .000
qualities which aro deaaod to bo essential for successful teaching*
In evaluating the qualities of a candidate, it ie eoaevtial also
to be able* to &'.ow the subject natter tmetery which he should have
aciiove at the level when ills work is being evaluated*
Zlamr practices indicate tisat it has proved helpful to allow a
student to participate in his exm evaluation of the testis which ho
:£G ta.jon and to lot hla ta:e part in planning; a pragma arotind
the needs which will noet mter ally help hla personally*
The general characteristics of a good teacher arc fairly well
established* But one factor which is needed and unfortunately
noglooted in ease instances, Ig th© need of strong acral loadc ship
in tbs prlnciplos of justice in natters of personal on* 1 s00 tel
significance* By leadership is not inferred e trend toward coro-
saonial for&aliaia, but rathor* that wholesale and stalmrd 11 ping
which is recognised by thinking people as a good standard for the
youth of ail a.;,00 and nations*
.c
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Behavior as ft symptom,— w7!i© understandleg tsioher is ora tsho
appreciates the fact that differences are not necessarily signs of
inferiority or superiority but a mtur&l product of the individual
and his ©nvlrorspant* The understanding teacher not only reeegisisee
this point of view but also strives toward further understanding by
oo' stantly attempting to obtain new- InferasatlOB on C'dldren**1^
behavior is to be cone! ero:l aa a ayaptcm and the child is to
bo extricated fro© the effects of the conditions causing t!«* alt*
de&s&oors •
The phases of learning** it ‘ms been pointed out that the
teacher who is to understand the child should be cognisant of the
fact that there are three phaewe of learning*
1* loginning phase
2, Pirns© of rapid rise to peak
rjm The Plateau phase or leveling off
A concept of learning ***** e will discard the aaetery concept of
learning and stress the lemming of skills In relation to the in-
dividual and hie readiness to le&rn* Under the amatory systera often
a child has by rote miaorii&tion, been able to recite without attack-
ing any significant jaeenleg to wh*t has been recite* 3 ,
5/ S', ¥. liliiard # "individual ifferencee/ sducmti xml Leaders dp
tXpril, 1&6) 3* 3X8, ~~
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Following this except of learn-3an~er la nisdirocted iVeociar: .—
ir.g further, an individual’s ootential "laxlma are to be the
,
oals of
instruction rather than the usual artificial master-' scheme#
In their effort to train a child to become resourceful and self-
reliant soue teachers ;mvo allowed the child w5i*t they call "freedom."
It is a Strang sort of freedom which allows a youngster to flounder
about in an intellectual atase tt*at has neither interoate nor a sense
of direction to his# The understanding teacher ku t know when to use
control and guidance and when to allow freedom. It is an error to
allow children to undertake problems w-.ich require adult maturation
for their solution# Full fr-edosn should be encouraged in thn us cr-
tai<ing. of problems which can bo properly grasped and carried on to
an intelligent solution#
Recording pupil data.— uch has been written about the keeping
1/
and iise of cumulative recorddr Early records stressed araioyancos •
Theso incidences were evaluated in terns of the attitude that a
child was at fault if his b©:iavior was deviating from what the
-teacher deemed to be nonsal# But when the causes of behavior are
sought, then better anecdotal records are written#
It is recommended that the data from anecdotal records be so
organised that the child can be clearly seen a3 a unified personality
in a definite, although perhaps complex relation with his environment
•
The writer of the records must consider the shifting needs
,
in-
terests and ^rational problems of tne child. It is well to keep in
T/ T-»o" .'Haf£ "n? the Division or. Child Development, "Helping Teachers
to Understand Children," The American Council on Sducntion, 19L£
#
v*
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alnd tiiat in the oonths to oa.o the yupil will be older and ooro opt
to oepably ocpe with his problems* All roca^^rncte.1 1ana rust take
into account the prospective future* Plateaus and periods of slow
lor.mine as well as period# of rapid learning should be taken into
consideration* during period C development when there is a lev-
eling off of growth and interest, the child may dovclo quit© an
unr®1labla perf :>r3fcnc#
.
Tot all children are equally j&turo physically, socially, or
ssentally* Allowance must be rede for t\eoe unequal dollop- jente in
pla nine, for lae n*u:isjun good ifcr the child*
la lorrain/, to know child and especially in learning the
tochruquo of raaklng noot'JLn^ful and useful notations, it is rcoo upended
t at the teacher oandidato oh ouo a c J ocific child for his study and
records*
hinds of rooarcs**— There cro four typos of anecdotal records in
general use*
1* £valnati«e of bo.-nvior
2. Sxplau&tivo of behavior
5* Descriptive of bo savior in general terns*
4 * Descriptive of behavior in osact detail of whr.t
took place
Tr*' * T,T
Critics of anecdotal records imply t'.mt the better records co -
tain specific descriptions*
learning to oabc hone vlnlto *-- TJie tcachor, in training, should
loam by experience how to ne.de ,r»o visits, what to sty, wint to
ask, and what to observe* iiocse visitation when thus carried out has
proved to to very helpful in aiding the teacher in training to get a

first-hand knowledge of tha relation of the child to hie ffcs ily and
the bearing which the hone environment nay avo upon his school be-
havior and performance.
It is very helpful to learn to use the assistances of a psychol-
ogist or a psychiatrist to help the beginning teac.er to approach
& solution for the more difficult cases he nay bo studying.
Factors aiding discovery of cause for misbehavior .— It has been
found that there are several factors which nay singly or collectively
throw light upon the beliavior of a child. These are*
1. Transition from childhood to acloleecene
2. Cultural factors of the hone and community envir-
onment
3. Starvation for affection
4* Fantasy complex
Group meetings &t which ti~e specific cases have been studied
have proven very beneficial.
Out of just such group studies which .<ftve been undertaken, cane
fort : the principle of looking for patterns of behavior when studying
the anecdotal record of a child. A personality studied over & period
of time evolves a picture or pattern trend toward behavior. Because
of spurts and regressions, it takes time to reveal the more perman-
ent trends. It is the overall tendencies which need to be improved
or corrected rather than the occasional deviation.
The great factor in wh&t is so commonly called "discipline* is not
punishment for deviation fro,,, a sot of standards of decorum, It is
rathor a removal of the basic onuses cf taisbelvavior. ith these
removed norml behavior may the; -rocccd. The situation >3 Manalo&OBS
..
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to one’s taking pills to remove the effects of a pain without finding
the source of discomfort and making an effort to eradicate it.
This principle is very nicely stated in the following quotation:
The object of discipline is the training of a child
for self-government. He should be taught self-reliance
and self-control. Therefore as soon as he is capable of
understanding his reason should be enlisted on the side
of obedience.
Su .—True teaching begins when the teacher knows and under-
stands the pupils in his classes. Those who are candidates for
teaching ought therefore to have ample opportunity to learn the
techniques of teaching children. Briefly stated this implies tliat
the teacher should be ablo to accurately observe and record in de-
tail and objectively the actions of children. He should know how
to benefit from home visits and other places visited for the pur-
pose of learning the effects of environment upon the child's actions
in school.
Ho should boar in mind that he is looking for patterns of be-
havior rather than isolated, deviations from the normal patterns,
and that the true object of discipline is self-discipline j that
therefore, discipline is not a passive factor which must be received
but rather which must be self-activated.
¥7 Ellen G. White, Education, Pacific press Publishing Association,
Laountain View, California, 191*2, p. 289.
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CHAPTER V
COi£UNITY SERVICE
"There is no such thing as fitting a teacher for a certain posi-
tion until the problems, needs and interests of the inhabitants of
a cOLsaunity where she works are made a part of the total equipastel
,
she takes Into the clasarooa with her."-"^
At Grabbling, Louisiana, at Negro Homal and Industrial Insti-
tute, a dual training program is in progress. One ,>art consists
of the training at senool and the other on the job; and both with
equal emphasis. The old traditional teach r-education has been
abandoned. The question ashed is not whet kind of course should b©
studied, but what kind of ooraainities will our teachers bo going
into?
At this college extensive surveys nor© raacle at tho ca inunities
round about. It ms found that poor wealth, sub-standard hotioa
,
poor
agricultural met ods, adult illiteracy, insufficient cultural and
recreational facilities wer© the oroblens of the Louisiana t ogro
•
In harmony with the philosophy that the school and the cmnamity oust
work for the benefit of ©t\eh other, the curriculum at the teachers
oolleye was raade to include areas of lealth, house rankin
,
food pro-
duction and conservation, child guidance, adult education, creative
and recreative arts.
1/ ' Sfcara Wughn Jackson, "Curriculum for Setter Living," Educations
leadership (October, 19^5) 5* 25*
5 | .
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Grumblings answer to these disturbing conditions wasr
Education is for bettor livitig, and bettor living is
dependent upon the wholes improvement of ail phases of
oetsmmity life, V«hy teach n child about a balanoed diet
if his parents were not going to tsake it available? And
hov7 were the parents going to be concerned about proper
nutrition if no one helped theta to realise the importance
of it? And who was going to teach anyone any of this in
the first place if the teacher uerself was solely and
perImps incurably concerned as a result of an antiquated
teacher-education curriculum, with the parts of speech
arid mystifying computations about tho cubic feet of air
space in a Ucm York sky-scraper? Inevitably the whole
structure of community life and all agencies concerned
therewith became the educational texture of the program
at Grabbling and the teachers it prepared* Cerscunity
problems in this light—and can there be any otlmr?—be-
come educational problem, thus school problems, tlverofore
fundaments lly teacher problems.
Cosmunity workshops have been established with tJw» primary pur-
pose of acquainting, teachers, pupils and adults with tho basic
problems of rural community living and how to solve the problems
involved. The workshop idea is not clai «d as a cure-all but it is
an agency which is promising greet progross and iisprovornent.
The college staff at Grabbling has been chosen from a .eng those
who are genuinely acquainted with cccsounity problems so ru? to facil-
itate the putting into practice the philosophy of education es-
poused by this school.
Another account of the effort to bring the problems and exper-
2 /
iences of the community is described in these words ir*
It is desirable for the students to begin working with
children and adult groups during tho first cr second year
of tij© four year program in order tivit they say have wide
y ' Ibid./ p. 56
2/ David H. Trout, op. oit., p. 59*
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and varied experiences in school and community situa-
tions.
These activities my include; Teaching Bible classes in church,
assisting with school and community recreational program, home
care of children, remedial work with individual children or groups,
planning and telling stories, assisting adult education groups,
making community surveys, working in settlement houses, orphanages,
or hospitals, working in sumer camps, radio work and other similar
activities.
Several basic assumptions are listed in this same reference as
being essential to proper community reactions;
1. "The teachers should not only be mentor for children,
a subject-matter specialist, and a sponsor of extra-
curricular activities, but also a leader of adults, a
participant in political and social life and a community
statesman,
2. "Only the school staff that understands thorough
participation in the life of the people it serves is
able to provide a school program in response to the
needs of the community,
"A knowledge of the experience that may have been
responsible for competence displayed by teachers who are
making valuable contributions to their conmunity can be
utilized to develop teachers for more effective partici-
pation in community life."
Some parochial school teachers, however, object to their par-
ticipation in politics on the basis of the principle of the sep-
aration of church and state. Regardless of how careful one
might guard his interests there is a tendency for the church in-
fluence to diroct the activity of the state. In the aspects of
issues which affect the well being of individuals and in projects
l/ Ibid., p. 75 • o? P* 8L, 85 ,
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for the general Saprov^aiit of t*se edue&ti snal, phyeioftl, aaetionel
end spiritual interests of the oomrunity, they should exorcise their
ihinchise and influence in the direction, of impravauorit.
Tbs extent to which the tseohor in training ray participate in
actual casualty aorriio depends largely upon the factors X, frm -
doa to participate and 2* competency of the participant* Relative
to the firei factor, schools vary fro:-* coT^servmtism to progressivisn
in espoct to the froedor. to enter into the life activities of a
ocesnunity* Tho competency levsl essential for entering upon this
work i3 a question which is being CUcussed by progressive schools
and varies In answer* Sceso would have the student learn tda*ough
oontact with life
,
other© Insist that a preparatory* oourue is
essential and tiien others maintain tls© aiddle ground poo it ion
requiring a certain degree of training which becomes supplemented
and made functional through contact with life experience,
Swsrsary**- A teacher is not truly prepared for her position
to teach until she is acquainted with the problem and needs of
t'M eceemmity in which she is to live and work* her pre-service
training oust include preparation far intelligently finding out
the problorriC and needs sod of a problem solving toohrtlquo which
has proven workable*
Grabbling College is sxperhaentlng with aa'cinj the needs of
tho carx'junity the source of notorial for tJjc content of t’islr
school curriculum, "ho school holds itself responsible for the
improvement of ooraunlty lifo and of training teachers not only In
.
this philosophy but in training then to bo useful citisona of the
oocKxnity# The school boccuuc & resource laborstor.* for the
assistance in ccuunnity iofarowsaent#
Teacher training centers are realizing the significance of
this trend and are leaking provision for this teacher preparation
and s cue Institutions are allowing for actual on t«;e spot participa-
tion in actual community living and working*
. c
I
.
CHAPTER VI
GENERAL AND PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
General
Definition not clear ,— There seems to be no clear-cut def-
inition on what is meant by general education. Some think that it
should be that which gives cultural background so that interests,
understandings, sensibilities, and perspectives become integrated
with the culture of which they are a part.
Harvard 1 s definition ,— "The root idea of general education
is as a balance and counterpoise to the forces which divide group
for group within the highschool and the highschool from college.
But in so far as general education is conceived as an organic
strand running through the successive years of high school and
college then it should play the same binding, unifying part for
the individual as well. Certainly it will fail of its full func-
y
tion unless it doe3 so,"
Minimum skills .— Others think it to be in terms of the min-
imum skills which all must possess in order to live a normal life
in modern society which would include reading, oral and written
composition, and mathematics and science.
The University of Chicago terms it as broad survey courses
1/ General Education in a Free Society, Harvard University Press,
Cambridge, LassachusettsJ 19h5>, P» lu*
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to bo given the freshman and sophomores which should include the
study of the humanities, the physical, the biological and the social
sciences*
Stems from needs .— According to John Dewey and others, gen-
eral education should not stem from classical heritage but rather from
the needs of the students* In other words, the curriculum should
be student centered and designed to meet the needs of those living
in contemporary culture* the subject matter may be selected from
the older discipline whenever ttieso actually shed light on the
present day problems*
Common experience*— "General education: Common learnings
l
Basic education i Core curriculum* Tnese are terms suer, in the
educational literature today* their wider discussion reflects a
deep concern with a curriculum problem which is of first Importance
and which is far from satisfactorily solved. The essence of this
problem can be indicated by a question: what educational exper-V
ionco3 should we all have in common?”""
future views of general education .— General education is at
times thought of as those basic skills In the ttiree H's essential
to fill in gaps of weaknesses*
It is conceived as being that which is essential for good
oitimenshlp*
Others call it that which prepares one for intelligently
following his life interests*
1/ hollia L. Caswell, "What are We talking About?" educational
Leadership (fcay, l?l*6) 3*3^6.

h6
And in respect to teacher education, some educators have
viewed it as that which meets thu r equirements of teaching as en-
countered in actual experiences.
"But when a serious attempt was made to begin with any one
conception of student noed3, it was not long before all others be-
gan to be drown in. Gaps in preparation, the ml nlaum essentials of
subject matter broadly conceived, the life interests of students
and the practical requirements of the job were all found to be
y
indispensible ingredients in the lonb run.”
aphasia upon the major field.— Recent emphasis upon the need
of better preparation have led many of the leading teacher training
centers, including Harvard University, to give careful consideration
to the curricula in use fcr teacher training. iareful study of
the teacher in-service and his pre-service training has led to
the conclusion and to the conviction of some subject matter
specialists that tha program of study as then in use was far
from being adequate. Many revisions were made until now an
excellent start has been made toward revising the curriculum to
set the actual life situation demands of the teacher in service,
v&at are the crying needs, in becoming the criterion of building
the courses rather than the armchair philosophy based on apparent
logical causes and sequences.
A word of caution.— w eneral education will suffer if edu-
cators persist in the idea that it must be objective at a certain
Armstrong, Hollis and Davis, " The College and Teacher Education
,
*
The American Council on Education, \9Ui«
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time in the student's life, as for example, when the student is in
his first and (record) year of college. A student ought to be getting
y
a general education, define it as you will, all during his life."
What education should be given?— Kilpatrick, in writing upon
2/
this topic, has these questions which he raises:
"As we speak of learning which comes to mind first, school or
social life? Learning in and for school? Or learning in and for
life? Which?
And then continuing the same thought he answers the questidns by
saying:
"We learn what we live, what we in our hearts accept as our way
of living; and we learn it as and in the degree that we accept it#*
According to his reasoning he then concludes that general educa-
tion should include that which provides experience in bringing about:
1* A well-adjusted personality
2. Rich all-round living with the necessary techniques
to make a success of what is to be attempted
3* Due regard for others, their rights and feelings
It. Acting or thinking: "Ever better meanings, meanings
ever better put to use."U/
An apt comment.— Relative to their point in the paragraph pre-
ceding, the following quotatidn from Newton Edwards throws a glaring
light on the need in general education for teaching for self-restraint
5/
and respect for others:
y Walter R. Goetsch, "Some Thoughts on General Fducation," Education-
al Administration and Supervision, Including Teacher Training (Februa-
ry, M6), 32:67.
2/ William Heard Kilpatrick, "The Education to be Sought," Progres-
sive Education (January, 19U0), 17: 13*
371oid., p. IS.
hj Loc. cit.
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The age-old retreat to individualism has given rise to an
excessive emphasis on individual freedom and rights, which often
finds expression in crass selfishness and disregard for the welfare.
We tend to lose sight of the fact that freedom has its counterpart
in obligation and restraint. The modern world is characterized by
individual selfishness and disregard for common weal. Witness the
prevalence of the black markets 5 the failure of the educated and
the well-to-do to have enough children to replace themselves j the
activity of pressure groups in political life, the groupistic
struggle in which industry, labor, and agriculture are all trying
to get more and more for less and less. Cur culture i3 one that
places a far higher value on individual accomplishment than on
contribution to social welfare. One need not be a moralist or
a religionist to recognize that much of our difficulty grows out
of a moral breakdown \diich has its roots in an escessive individual-
ism.!/
l/ Newton Edwards, The Elementary School Journal
,
University of
Chicago Press (June, 19&6, i|t>: 533* 539*
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Subject natter integration . — The trend is toward the breakdown
of subject -^natter barriers and teaching large areas* As an example
the study of human growth might very aptly draw upon physiology,
psychology, anatomy, biology, anthropology, and sociology. Some
professional courses are now offer* d in this fashion in the areas
of social sciences, science, arts, and languages in some Michigan
institutions*
u
Trends in professional education.-— There is a much closer
student-teacher relationship developing* Cooperative student-teacher
planned courses are gaining favor. In case studies and community
surveys, students are gaining freedom of participation and of being
able to discuss natters as man to man with their teachers. In the
methods courses, the trend is toward combining these with directed
teaching.
"Put in a few words, the trend seems to be toward the conception
of teacher education as a highly socialized and socializing process
in which the prospective teacher learns teaching and education by
working cooperatively as an equal with those who are engaged in
teaching and educational planning, and by relating himself to schools
and communities, students and groups as the teacher in an American
community is expected to do* ,fjj/
1/ David i£• Trout, op. cit., p. 39.
%/ Ibid., p. UO, 138.
y Ibid., p. 139.
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Education as generalization•— Buswell in speaking of the purpose
3/
of education states)
"The main purpose of education eventually is to lead to an
ability to generalise and the chief outcome of learning are gener-
alized outcomes—abstract outcomes •"
Creative education.— "Creative education is not a subject in
itself, but an approach to all subjects of studyj it uncovers a new
set of values which could be adapted to the improvement of all sub-
jects. It is a way of using the mind, the feeling, and the imagination
while depending not so much upon books as upon the student's own,
1/
too much neglected, mental and spiritual resources.
The prerequisite for reform .—"The teaching body that under-
stands only current practices can never reform those practices.
But to prepare students to discharge the true functions of the
schools is to make ready for educational reconstruction when the time
for it shall be ripe. Without 3uch preparation the teacher will
resist changes, as they have so frequently done in the past, when
changes were desired by the general public. But with such prepar-
ation, the staff may be counted upon to cooperate in curricular
3/
improvement and even to invito it."
Comprehensive courses*— Comprehensive courses have been de-
veloped with the direct intent of offering a versatile program of
study akned to meet the needs and interests of the students.
inn Suswell, "Psychology of Newer Methods of teaching," The
lllsnrontaiy School journal (September, 19i*5), 1*6)18.
2/ Hugh iearnes, "Creative Education in College Tears," Progressive
tducation, (lfey, 191*6) 23)268.
3/ Denton L. Geyer, "The Present .ole of the Teachers College," School
and Society (June, 191*6) 63:1*1*1*.
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Inasmuch as the Chisago Teachers* College^ trains teachers for
the Chicago area and inasmuch as few s-eldom seek employment elsewhere,
the emphasis is toward a better understanding of the section of
Chicago whore the prospective teacher will locate. Courses which
will enrich the students* understanding of the community in which
they will live are thus provided. Field trips are planned which
allow for the opportunity to study community life.
Ohio State University Program.— In the freshman year an intro-
ductory course is given in education which includes field trips,
and an inventory taking of a community* s resources. A course is
given in educational psychology which also is offered to freshmen.
"September Experience Program" is the name of a course offered
in which the student makes a detailed community survey, usually
during the summer, and three weeks of observation and general
assistance in a school or social agency. Each student is expected
to make as many contacts as possible, these experiences not necessarily
being in the same community where the survey was made. The work is
followed up by a full course in the interpretations of these exper-
iences •
Sophomores and juniors earn credit for further field studies
or participation in school or social vjork. Weekly conferences are
held with each 3tudent and a term paper is required. Seniors may
also earn oredit on minor problems in social science in this fashion.
l^Gordon Blackwell, op. cit., section "Efforts Toward Developing
Better Community Understanding."
2/ Ibid., p. 21, 22.
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— r_a_r:
?ho aophcooros are urged to t a course In elenent&ry sociology
focusod upon ©chool and oorwjunity relations* Three orientation
courses Id. advanced educfctiorjr.l eociology are also offered#
Tii© Gc'icol alec conducts a six-weeks' oour o called "TIjo field
Laboratory in Conservation S\*« atdccw' This is sponsored by the
state ’ --partEsent of education# Hraicrous courses stress observation
ir schools and trips to social a^o-uoios#
Hc-tliods of instruction (CMo State University)#*-- Two lecture©
qos3 tons arc held each wok utilising moving pictures or panel din**
our- ions# Three ti .ee per wool: student discussions arc enomraged#
Ti..e is provided for ©nail troupe of fra-.-, six to eight for
wsrkiag on coorson internet prdblOGO#
And as a final jaeana of instruction, the student jsoeta with
his instructor for individual instruction#
y
Social action-** Tiuroufik the efforte of th© Appletlosses* Club
of the Michigan State Tcacherc Coll©..©, opon to all students, attempts
arc s*de to brine recreational progren© to country school© • The ser-
vices of the choir, orchestra or drar&tic group provide much in-
structional and entertaining opportunities for tto you»0 people in
t'X?30 schools.
The club assists in a rural Protestant church# One of the
college professors has becooe fcho aiaiotor# With special enpbasi©
being placod upon recreational progress for the young people of this
oljuroh the attendance has iueroneod rseswr-abiy#
ymvWftr iv#
.. .
.
i
This sane club took an active part in helping enliven a club for
under-privileged children. A railroad company donated eight box
cars. The club members spent week ends felling trees and remodeling
the cars into a building. The students also provided their cron
meals as well as free labor. After the work was completed, sixty-
five happy youngsters were cared for each week during the summer.
The club’s welfare department repairs shoes, mends clothes,
and prepares boxes for distribution to children who need them.
Similar clubs in the Florida State Teachers College and the llorth
Dakota State Teachers College are doing the same sort of social work.
A number of institutions are spending more or less time in this
direction and are finding these worthy enterprises are paying high
dividend? in the understanding of community problems and needs.
In-scrvicc training. .. Although the main burden of this paper
has boon to follow the trends of teacher-training as such in pre-
service nevertheless because in-service training is being considered
as an integral part of a teacher’s preparation, space is being de-
voted to a brief mention of this topic.
In-service training should be synonomous with faculty meetings.
There should be in the teacher's program opportunity for group dis-
cussions, field trips, workshop study, individual study projects in
arts or sciences, and research in preparing resource units. These
are a few of the possibilities for learning which could be guided by
the more experienced members of the faculty and the specialists asso-
lyCiitirles' E. Pratt and C. Leslie Cushman, "Teachers’ Education in
Service," American Council on Education, 19M+*
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dated with the school systems. Such programs are worthy of scheduled
time just as in the teaching of a class art having charge of a home
room.
The emphasis which has been placed upon in-service training
should in no way minimise une ~.r «rtance of pre-service training
but it should act as a supplementary factor for growth should be con-
tinuous.
Summary.— During the war years much study has been given to the
study of what is meant by general education. Although the term yet
is quite vague in its meaning it is usually understood to be Lhat
basic something which should run through the experience of each in-
dividual so as to make of him a better and more founded and useful
citizen and craftsman.
Other elements of general education seem to be an education
which teaches the ability to generalise, and the use of the mind for
creative thinking and emotional appreciation for the better things of
life.
In professional education the trends are toward broad area
courses and the integration of subjects.
Social action is being realized through the medium of student
clubs which are making definite and concrete contributions to com-
munity by actually helping to better the sooi&l and economic state
of affairs in these communities.
In-service opportunity for a continuation of learning is increas-
ing in its recognition as being a vital factor in the professional
growth of a teacher.
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CHAPTER VII
EVALUATION IN EDUCATION
the University of Minnesota once wrote that the Effective curricu-
lum of a college was not what the instructors taught, but what the
students learned* Therefore a program that sets for itself the
task of measuring the effectiveness of teaching is worthy of the
merit of being mentioned.
Real evaluation*— "No evaluation of a professional education
program is complete until we find out how well the knowledge and
insight students have gained are applied in actual practice. Paper
and pencil tests of application of knowledge are more properly called
tests of ability to recognize applications. Real applications that,
in the last analysis, can be observed only directly in student be-
havior. The ;judgpents of competent observers can be brought to
Student teaching evaluation.— The following points of observa-
tion are pointed out as being essential for the evaluation teaching:
1. What kind of teacher is the student teacher in
reference to:
a. Strengths
b. Weaknesses
c. Competence as a wholo
Commission on Teacher Education, "Evaluation in Teacher Education,"
American Council on Education, I9I45 » P« 177*
2/ Ibid., p. 178.
bear upon this problem.
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2 . Is this experience giving him opportunity fors
a. Planning with pupils
b. Planning with teachers
c. Making child study on the playground or at home
d. Taking tine to collect material for teaching
e. Taking time to see his program in respect
to the whole sciiool program
Follow-up techniques .-— There are several vrays of evaluating
the teacher* s gain from Ido ieaclier preparation:
1. Questionaires which seek
a. Activities or behavior practices of the groups
studied.
b. Group opinion regarding the value of previous
educational e:periencos while in training
2. 0Observation as an eye-witness technique3
3. Gonference-especially with alumni
h» The study of the progress records of students taught
by students from the training center being evaluated
The term group is used in the sense of meaning a population of
teachers from a given teacher-training institution whose worth in
training is being judged by the product in the schools at large.
Practice teaching.— Most supervisors require students to write
out a formal statement of what lias been observed in a classroom dem-
onstration. Still others issue a check-list which is to be filled
out. These statements are presented before a group for discussion,
thus lending to an evaluation of the teaching done. From the
standpoint of the supervisor these reports form a measure of how
well the student teacher is observing.
Evaluation of the general work .— The General College, at the
University of Minnesota, built a battery of eight tests having 600
items. A sum total of about 1200 specific items were received bytwenty-
'y Ibid., p. 65
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five faculty members. As a result of these careful analytical
criticisms, a new test battery was built which proved to be highly
satisfactory. Host of the items were of the multiple-choice vari-
ety. Some were aimed at measuring insights.
Evaluation of the objectives of education.— "In recent years
the tom evaluation has been increasingly employed in educational
circles. It has suggested the importance of systematic and con-
tinuous judgment not merely of accomplishments of persons and the
outcomes of processes, but also of the values in terms of which the
accomplishments and outcomes must be estimated. In other words it
has implied a critical analysis of educational purpose as well as of
1/possibilities and attainments in relation to such purposes.^
Sugary.— Evaluation is assuming a much greater role in the
present testing program. It is not only concerned with the achieve-
ments scholastically of the student, but it is concerned with the
evidence in the public school classroom of the effectiveness of the
teacher-training program.
1/ Ibid., p.
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Throughout the brief history of American toaoher-trainin,; thoro
baa been a continuing effort toward the realisation of an effective
system which would bring forth desired results# In the early days
there was an effort to get away f
r
ok tJse Lancastrian tutorial eye*
tet: to a moans of class recitation# The ideas of Pestaloezi and
later Froebel vmre eagerly adopted and adapted to American needs#
Herbert •• followera led the way to a new psychology whioh conceived
of the mind as a whole rather tlian as being composed of stay cornpari-
mente#
These new factors of thought brought about not only a change of
philosophy but a change also in the methods and techniques of torch-
ing. Class recitation was based upon individual thinking rathcr than
cateohismistio memory# The concept of apperception, borrowed fron
Herbart , found its way into le son plans providi: g for teaching
new concepts in terms of the old#
Our own educational leader, Sheldon, developed the concept cf
"object toachin, To him, teaching could be greatly implemented by
illustrating concretely the concepts the pupils were to be learning#
harm and gurnard both uaod their genius to bring about educa-
tional reform and unification# Doth edited educational journals
and v?rote and lectured widely, using their influence for the !_• -move-
ment of public education# To harm is ascribed the credit for iving
-*8-
£*
.
.
/
»to tbo bassrloan public thr- concept of a tEdwsal# fro , «nl nor*-
noofcarian ofoca&ionaCl s/pte#
*/.' the Incnoose or tcoh vo&ogtoal tterolopnertte ar.l sa In&penae
In the influs of lesoo o^to, -^3ad saftBallgr cp&ai^nc# pnpilo* tb©
school ixjpd'sfc&an clsuipd aM&edty** It beozne cwtJanfc that 1C tide
chaa;;ed pq^G&Aao ms to bo ppopor^r served* the oJaoaiieaal diet
mot bo edited to the pres® ta accds of the ohil '&m*
- tei end brass*; boat their ofCarte t» the diction of
3sxz ehangaB* John fJowcgr can. daH^r inflnesieed educate© to aoot tbo
aexxlc of tba pqpUa b7 brlagiac afcxxit a oim^o that sould oosjwe tbo
ix&mst of t:ic oony thojoan&? of heps and tfUo waro not pla»»
stag to co on to college oral nangr «t* did not intend to 30 ©am to
MLcb oc'ool*
the nrpocts of clang® ~*»o felt tbpooshcafc mntr adiodl agr.*t«®*
?hi toanbes? ir&irdir; oontove ewsatesllc" greepod the eoneqpt that thel*
ovsppitBjluQ mot drift orris -sic if the (tev„^ in the nislte ociiooXs
wee© to corse into effect* Time gw^iat3y a shift bamrd voLias the
progress o' trabvb*; functional hae •l®vo3onol#
In iuopowoorat pare th. oorlior ideas of :x£om have been to an
eaconracim; ctec^ee ecbtevedU Iteoote ©donation tocU*y le for rjovo
£uast&onal and LndMduaX thm in fomar swore* <ksfortho lens edno&»
tios* is only as the thvoshoSd ol cterccilop '.art, xir ^joctivec still
«w© net door*!/ defined* ami taopufag© one tashn&qsues* m
.
,00.1 ao they
fee* can aeoonrjlioh a no ixro euacosaft Jfcr Usaa Ur' oiludLtgr
of oss* purposes la odjoaiion* Jonsequo rti ©s»* efforts in cvalii&tinc
©daoa^lna an? ;\e* froci a abate <xf asfciofr. tlon because a? one not Iiae»
.
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lag clearly stated our intentions in education*
The especial needs today therefore are for educators to clearly
state the aims for their educational systems. In terms of definite
statements of aims schould bo built a program of education, and like-
wise in terms of the aims should the evaluation program be geared.
One main concept that hao slowly but surely pressed itself into
prominence ia the fact that no program once set up must be allowed
to remain static. The work of improvement must be continuous. Ob-
jectives must change to meet the changing needs. This in turn
affects the program of education offered and naturally should demand
a revision of the evaluating instruments being used.
Another aspect of importance which has gained notice is that
the higher institutions can make a very definite contribution to the
training of teachers who will actually be prepared to enter into
conraunities as active participants in community affairs. Upon the
shoulders of the teachers and schools should rest the responsibility
for bringing abo; t social, economic, and material changes in com-
munities.
The one opportunity for implementing a change for a higher
plane of living is too often neglected. There exists a great need
for definite and strong leadership. Too often teachers have held
bad: because religion has been conceived of ns a round of ceremonies.
Rather than to be accused of indoctrination they have remained silent.
The power and influence for good implied in the wholesome restraints
of more than mere ethics is needed today.
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Tlso outlook In educational developments is encouraging. In spite
of widely differing opinions the general trend is toward ?aore nearly
reaching the goals which are being set up. With the ever increasing
amount of research the educator should take advantage of the new
progress and implement his program tc the degree that these advances
are adaptable to Ms system of education.
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